BREAKOUT SESSION TWO 2:45-3:45

IDEAL PATIENT OUTCOMES AND SATISFACTION: BEST PRACTICES FOR ACUTE AND COMMUNITY CARE PART II
Session Chair: Dan Roberts

Antibiotic-resistant Organisms in Skilled Nursing Home Facilities and the Five-star Quality Rating System
Veronika Dolar • LIU Post • Veronika.Dolar@liu.edu | Stephanie Epstein • North Shore LIJ Laboratories • sepstein1@nshs.edu | Chao Ye • LIU Post • ken_yechao@hotmail.com | Azad L. Gucwa • LIU Post • azad.gucwa@liu.edu

Catalyzing Technology Innovation to Improve Compliance
Craig Lehmann • Stony Brook University • craig.lehmann@stonybrook.edu

Decreasing Hospital Admissions of Nursing Home Residents
John Brittelli • Stony Brook University • john.brittelli@stonybrook.edu | Craig Lehmann • Stony Brook University • craig.lehmann@stonybrook.edu

VENTURE THINK TANK: POLICY AND TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION FOR VENTILATOR USERS
Session Chair: Ann Cuccia

Venture Think Tank Panel: Occupational Therapy
Mary Squillace • Stony Brook University • mary.squillace@stonybrook.edu

The Role of the Respiratory Therapy Practitioner in the Home Care Setting
Stephen Smith • Stony Brook University • stephen.smith@stonybrook.edu

History of Mechanical Ventilation
John Brittelli • Stony Brook University • john.brittelli@stonybrook.edu

Physical Therapy and Mechanical Ventilation
Susan Miale • Stony Brook University • susan.miale@stonybrook.edu

HEALTH AND INTERVENTIONS FOR YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS
Session Chair: Sharon Ray

Development of Community Partnership with High Need School Districts
Casey McGloin • Stony Brook University • casey.mcgloin@stonybrook.edu | Erik Flynn • Stony Brook University • erik.flynn@stonybrook.edu | Carlos Vidal • Stony Brook University • carlos.vidal@stonybrook.edu

Development of a Prevention of Distracted Driving Curriculum for High School Students
Pamela Linden • Stony Brook University • pamela.linden@stonybrook.edu | Casey McGloin • Stony Brook University • casey.mcgloin@stonybrook.edu | Carlos Vidal • Stony Brook University • carlos.vidal@stonybrook.edu

The Use of Animal Assisted Therapy to Enhance Physical Activity in Adults with Developmental Disabilities
A Plan to Implement Suicide Prevention in Teens and Young Adults from Evidence Based Practice Findings
Susan Glodstein • Stony Brook University • susan.glodstein@stonybrook.edu

FIT FAMILIES FOR LIFE: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM PROMOTING HEALTHY LIFESTYLE CHANGES IN SUFFOLK COUNTY FAMILIES
Session Chair: Sharon Martino

Historical perspective of two programs developed to address cardiovascular health and combat obesity
Peter Morelli • Columbia University • pjm2151@columbia.edu

Fit Families for Life: The role of families and communities in promoting healthy lifestyle changes.
Shabana Humayon • Stony Brook University • shabana.humayon@stonybrook.edu

A Complimentary Approach to stress reduction and health promotion for families
Joanne Cesiro • Stony Brook University • joanne.cesiro@stonybrook.edu

Fit Kids and Fit Families for Life: Research findings and future directions
Sharon Martino • Stony Brook University • sharon.martino@stonybrook.edu

THINKING THROUGH SPACE: HUMAN GEOGRAPHY AS A TOOL FOR ENGAGEMENT
Session Chair: Pamela Block

Thinking through "Deaf Space:" Towards Inclusive Spaces
Michele Friedner • Stony Brook University • michele.friedner@stonybrook.edu

Urban Magic in an All Too Familiar Suburban Space
Michael Leverett Dorn • Stony Brook University • michael.dorn@stonybrook.edu

Pediatric MS Camp as a place for Temporary Magic
Maria Milazzo • Stony Brook University • maria.milazzo@stonybrook.edu

The Dreaded ‘Because I Want to Help People:’ Teaching Disability Studies in a Non-Traditional Major
Kathleen McGoldrick • Stony Brook University • kathleen.mcgoldrick.1@stonybrook.edu

BABEL SUCCESS: RESTORATIVE PLAY WITH DANCE AND ADULTS WITH SPINAL CORD INJURY
Workshop Chair: Amy Sullivan • Stony Brook University • amy.yopp.sullivan@stonybrook.edu
Kai Sherman • Stony Brook University • kvesherman@gmail.com